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Description
Title of Invention: COMPUTER SYSTEM AND OFFLOADING

METHOD IN COMPUTER SYSTEM
Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to a computer system provided with a virtual machine.

In particular, the present invention relates to a technique of offloading specific function

processing by the virtual machine in the computer system provided with the virtual

machine.

Background Art
[0002] A virtualization technology is important in a field of server. Specifically, it is

possible to operate one physical machine as a plurality of virtual machines (VM:

Virtual Machine) by the virtualization technology using virtualization software such as

VMware (registered trademark) and Xen (registered trademark) (refer, for example, to

Non-Patent Literature 1). Thus, efficient server operation is possible.

[0003] FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing a typical virtual machine environment. In FIG. 1,

a plurality of virtual machines are constructed on one physical machine. Each virtual

machine has a communication unit such as protocol stack for communicating with

other virtual machines and the physical machine. The communication unit performs

communication through a virtual network interface.

[0004] Typically, the plurality of virtual machines are managed by management software

such as hypervisor. The management software is included in the virtualization software

and operates on the physical machine like the virtual machine. The management

software has a virtual switch (Virtual Switch). The virtual switch, which is a software-

based packet switch, relays communications between the virtual machines and commu

nications between the virtual machine and the physical machine.

[0005] Also, there is known a technology that encrypts communication according to a cryp

tography protocol such as SSL (Secure Socket Layer) in order to increase commu

nication security (refer to Patent Literature 1). FIG. 2 shows a case where each virtual

machine performs cryptography processing. As shown in FIG. 2, the function of cryp

tography processing is implemented in each virtual machine individually. It should be

noted in the present description that the "cryptography processing" includes both of en

cryption processing and decryption processing.

[0006] FIG. 3 shows a case where the management software has a filtering function. The

filtering function determines whether or not a packet includes a specific data and, if

included, performs a predetermined processing with respect to the packet. For

example, the filtering function drops a packet if a specific character string is included



in a data section of the packet.

[0007] Let us consider a case where each virtual machine in FIG. 3 performs the encrypted

communication. In this case, communication content (packet data) is encrypted and the

management software may not be able to execute the filtering processing. The reason

is that the management software does not have a decryption function. Therefore, as

matters now stand, it is necessary as shown in FIG. 4 to first execute decryption

processing in a decryption processing virtual machine and then execute the filtering

processing in the management software. Such the processing causes increase in

overhead of the filtering processing, which is not desirable. Such a problem can arise

in a spam mail filtering system, for example. A similar problem can also arise, for

example, in a case where the management software has a regular expression search

function.

[0008] Also, in recent years, a cryptography processing accelerator that performs the cryp

tography processing at high-speed may be installed in the physical machine as shown

in FIG. 5. The cryptography processing accelerator may be incorporated into hardware

such as an expansion card or may be achieved by a software program. Here, let us

consider a case where the virtual machine performs the cryptography processing by

utilizing the cryptography processing accelerator of the physical machine. In this case,

the virtual machine typically uses an interface different from the virtual network

interface in order to utilize the cryptography processing accelerator. Therefore, a

mechanism that performs scheduling between virtual machines and exclusive access

control is required.

Citation List

Patent Literature
[0009] PTL 1: Japanese Patent Publication JP-2002- 182560

Non-Patent Literature
[0010] NPL 1: Paul Barham et al., "Xen and the Art of Virtualization", Proceedings of the

nineteenth ACM symposium on Operating systems principles, pp.164 - 177, 2003.

Summary of Invention
[001 1] As shown in FIG. 4, in the case where each virtual machine performs the cryp

tography processing, overhead of the filtering processing in the management software

is increased. That is, a processing efficiency of a computer system is deteriorated. Such

a problem is not limited to the case of the cryptography processing. More generally, let

us consider a case where the virtual machine performs specific function processing. A

processing efficiency of a computer system may be deteriorated if the management

software cannot execute the specific function processing.

[0012] An object of the present invention is to improve a processing efficiency of a



computer system that has a virtual machine performing specific function processing.

[0013] In an aspect of the present invention, a computer system is provided. The computer

system has: a virtual machine operating on a physical machine; and a management

block operating on the physical machine and managing the virtual machine. The virtual

machine has a specific function processing module configured to perform specific

function processing with respect to a packet for transmission and a received packet.

The management block has a virtual switch configured to relay a packet transmitted

and received by the virtual machine. The virtual switch has an offload processing block

configured to perform the specific function processing if the specific function

processing is offloaded to the management block. If the specific function processing is

offloaded from the virtual machine to the management block, the specific function

processing module notifies the management block of processing information required

for the specific function processing, and the offload processing block executes the

specific function processing based on the processing information received from the

virtual machine.

[0014] In another aspect of the present invention, an offloading method in a computer

system is provided. The computer system has: a virtual machine operating on a

physical machine; and a management block operating on the physical machine and

managing the virtual machine. The virtual machine has a function of performing

specific function processing with respect to a packet for transmission and a received

packet. The management block has a virtual switch configured to relay a packet

transmitted and received by the virtual machine. The offloading method according to

the present invention includes: (A) providing the virtual switch with an offload

processing block that performs the specific function processing; (B) notifying the

management block of processing information required for the specific function

processing, if the specific function processing is offloaded from the virtual machine to

the management block; and (C) executing, by the offload processing block, the specific

function processing based on the processing information.

[0015] In still another aspect of the present invention, a program that, when executed by a

physical machine, constructs a computer system on the physical machine is provided.

The computer system has: a virtual machine operating on a physical machine; and a

management block operating on the physical machine and managing the virtual

machine. The virtual machine has a specific function processing module configured to

perform specific function processing with respect to a packet for transmission and a

received packet. The management block has a virtual switch configured to relay a

packet transmitted and received by the virtual machine. The virtual switch has an

offload processing block configured to perform the specific function processing if the

specific function processing is offloaded to the management block. If the specific



function processing is offloaded from the virtual machine to the management block,

the specific function processing module notifies the management block of processing

information required for the specific function processing, and the offload processing

block executes the specific function processing based on the processing information

received from the virtual machine.

[0016] According to the present invention, it is possible to improve the processing efficiency

of the computer system that has the virtual machine performing specific function

processing.

Brief Description of Drawings
[0017] [fig. 1]FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing a typical virtual machine environment.

[fig.2]FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing a case where a virtual machine executes cryp

tography processing in the configuration shown in FIG. 1.

[fig.3]FIG. 3 is a block diagram showing a case where management software has a

filtering function in the configuration shown in FIG. 2.

[fig.4]FIG. 4 is a block diagram for explaining filtering processing in the case of the

configuration shown in FIG. 3.

[fig.5]FIG. 5 is a block diagram showing a case where a virtual machine utilizes a

cryptography processing accelerator in the configuration shown in FIG. 2.

[fig.6]FIG. 6 is a block diagram schematically showing a configuration of a computer

system according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

[fig.7]FIG. 7 is a block diagram schematically showing an example of a hardware con

figuration of a physical machine according to the exemplary embodiment of the

present invention.

[fig.8]FIG. 8 is a block diagram showing a configuration of a computer system

according to a first exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

[fig.9]FIG. 9 is a sequence diagram showing offload request processing in the first

exemplary embodiment.

[fig. 10]FIG. 10 is a sequence diagram showing offload preparation processing in the

first exemplary embodiment.

[fig. 11]FIG. 11 is a flow chart showing processing by a virtual machine in FIG. 9 and

FIG. 10.

[fig.l2]FIG. 12 is a flow chart showing processing by management software in FIG. 9

and FIG. 10.

[fig.l3]FIG. 13 is a flow chart showing packet transmission processing by the virtual

machine in the first exemplary embodiment.

[fig.l4]FIG. 14 is a flow chart showing packet transmission processing by the

management software in the first exemplary embodiment.



[fig.l5]FIG. 15 is a flow chart showing packet reception processing by the

management software in the first exemplary embodiment.

[fig. 16]FIG. 16 is a flow chart showing packet reception processing by the virtual

machine in the first exemplary embodiment.

[fig.l7]FIG. 17 is a sequence diagram showing invalidation processing in the first

exemplary embodiment.

[fig.l8]FIG. 18 is a flow chart showing processing by the virtual machine in FIG. 17.

[fig. 19]FIG. 19 is a flow chart showing processing by the management software in

FIG. 17.

[fig.20]FIG. 20 is a flow chart showing processing by the management software in

another invalidation processing.

[fig.21]FIG. 2 1 is a flow chart showing processing by the virtual machine in another

invalidation processing.

[fig.22]FIG. 22 is a flow chart showing cryptography processing according to a second

exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

[fig.23]FIG. 23 is a flow chart showing processing of Step S500 in FIG. 22.

[fig.24]FIG. 24 is a flow chart showing processing of Step S520 in FIG. 22.

[fig.25]FIG. 25 is a flow chart showing processing by the virtual machine in the second

exemplary embodiment.

[fig.26]FIG. 26 is a block diagram showing a configuration of a computer system

according to a third exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

[fig.27]FIG. 27 is a flow chart showing processing by the virtual machine in the third

exemplary embodiment.

[fig.28]FIG. 28 is a flow chart showing processing by the management software in the

third exemplary embodiment.

[fig.29]FIG. 29 is a block diagram showing a configuration of a computer system

according to a fourth exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

Description of Embodiments
[0018] Exemplary embodiments of the present invention will be described with reference to

the attached drawings.

[0019] First, let us explain a summary. FIG. 6 is a block diagram schematically showing a

configuration of a computer system 2 according to an exemplary embodiment of the

present invention. The computer system 2 has a physical machine 1, a virtual machine

3 and a management block (management software) 4. It should be noted that, in the

following description, a module or a block means a functional unit that is achieved by

a computer executing a program.

[0020] The virtual machine 3 operates on the physical machine 1. The virtual machine 3 has



a communication unit such as a protocol stack for communicating with other virtual

machines and the physical machine 1. The communication unit performs the commu

nication through a virtual network interface. Furthermore, the virtual machine 3 has a

function of executing specific function processing (e.g. cryptography processing).

More specifically, the virtual machine 3 has a specific function processing module 34.

The specific function processing module 34 performs specific function processing with

respect to packets transmitted and received by the virtual machine 3. Information

required for the specific function processing is hereinafter referred to as "processing in

formation INF". In a case of the cryptography processing, for example, the processing

information INF includes key information required for the cryptography processing

and the like.

[0021] The management block (management software) 4 also operates on the physical

machine 1. The management block 4 performs management of the virtual machine 3.

Moreover, the management block 4 has a virtual switch 41. The virtual switch 41,

which is a software-based packet switch, relays communications between the virtual

machines 3 and between the virtual machine 3 and the physical machine 1. That is, the

virtual switch 4 1 relays packets transmitted and received by the virtual machine 3.

[0022] Moreover, according to the present exemplary embodiment, the virtual switch 4 1 of

the management block 4 also has a function of executing the same processing as the

specific function processing executed by the virtual machine 3. More specifically, the

virtual switch 4 1 has an offload processing block 415. The offload processing block

415 is able to perform the same specific function processing as that of the virtual

machine 3.

[0023] Therefore, according to the present exemplary embodiment, it is possible to offload

(or relocate) the specific function processing by the virtual machine 3 to the

management block 4, as appropriate. In the case where the specific function processing

is offloaded from the virtual machine 3 to the management block 4, the specific

function processing module 34 of the virtual machine 3 notifies the management block

4 of the processing information INF. The offload processing block 415 of the virtual

switch 4 1 receives the processing information INF notified from the virtual machine 3.

Then, the offload processing block 415 executes the specific function processing based

on the received processing information INF.

[0024] In this manner, according to the present exemplary embodiment, the management

block 4 is so configured as to be able to execute the specific function processing. It is

therefore possible to offload the specific function processing by the virtual machine 3

to the management block 4, as appropriate. As a result, the increase in overhead as

shown in FIG. 4 is prevented. That is, according to the present exemplary embodiment,

the processing efficiency of the computer system 2 is improved.



[0025] Also, the physical machine 1 may have an accelerator 17 (e.g. cryptography

processing accelerator) that is able to execute at a high speed the same specific

function processing as that of the virtual machine 3. The accelerator 17 may be in

corporated into hardware such as an expansion card or may be achieved by a software

program. If the accelerator 17 is available, the offload processing block 415 of the

virtual switch 4 1 may execute the specific function processing by utilizing the ac

celerator 17. Since computational resource of the physical machine 1 can be utilized

effectively, the processing efficiency of the computer system 2 is improved.

[0026] In the example shown in the foregoing FIG. 5, the virtual machine directly utilizes

the cryptography processing accelerator of the physical machine by using an interface

different from the virtual network interface. Therefore, a mechanism that performs

scheduling between virtual machines and exclusive access control is required.

Whereas, according to the present exemplary embodiment, the offload processing

block 415 of the virtual switch 4 1 utilizes the accelerator 17 of the physical machine 1.

Therefore, there is no need to perform the scheduling between virtual machines and the

exclusive access control.

[0027] It should be noted that the computer system 2 according to the present exemplary

embodiment is achieved by the physical machine 1 executing a virtualization program

(virtualization software). The virtualization program is a computer program executed

by the physical machine 1 (computer) and constructs the computer system 2 according

to the present exemplary embodiment on the physical machine 1. The virtualization

program may be recorded on a tangible computer-readable recording medium.

[0028] FIG. 7 is a block diagram schematically showing an example of a hardware con

figuration of the physical machine 1 (computer). The physical machine 1 has a CPU

11, a memory 12, an I/O controller 13, a disk device 14, a network interface 15 and an

accelerator 17. The disk device 14, the network interface 15 and the accelerator 17 are

connected to the I/O controller 13. The disk device 14 may be a network disk device

connected through the network interface 15. The above-mentioned virtualization

program is stored in the memory 12 and the disk device 14 and executed by the CPU

11. Therefore, the virtual machine 3 and the management block 4 has their memory

areas in the memory 12 and the disk device 14.

[0029] Various exemplary embodiments of the present invention will be hereinafter

described in detail.

[0030] 1. First Exemplary Embodiment

As a first exemplary embodiment, let us describe a case where the above-mentioned

specific function processing is "cryptography processing". Here, the term "cryp

tography processing" includes both encryption processing and decryption processing.

The processing information INF required for the cryptography processing is hereinafter



referred to as "cryptography processing information INF". The cryptography

processing information INF includes such information according to cryptography

processing protocol as key information. For example, in a case of SSL, the cryp

tography processing information INF includes a public key, a secret key and so on.

[0031] 1-1. Configuration

FIG. 8 is a block diagram showing a configuration of the computer system 2

according to the first exemplary embodiment. The computer system 2 has the physical

machine 1, the virtual machine 3 and management software 4 (management block).

[0032] The physical machine 1 has a cryptography processing accelerator 16 that is able to

perform the cryptography processing at a high speed. The cryptography processing ac

celerator 16 is equivalent to the accelerator 17 in FIG. 6.

[0033] The virtual machine 3 has a communication application 31, a communication

processing module 32, a cryptography processing module 33 and one or more virtual

network interfaces 36.

[0034] The communication application 31 is an application including some sort of commu

nication processing. When executing the communication processing, the commu

nication application 3 1 requests the communication processing module 32 to perform

the communication processing, through an API (Application Program Interface) and a

library.

[0035] The communication processing module 32 has one or more communication

processing blocks (321 and 322 in the example shown in FIG. 8). The communication

processing block handles protocol such as TCP (Transmission Control Protocol), UDP

(User Datagram Protocol), IP (Internet Protocol). The communication processing

module 32 transmits a cryptography processing request and a target data to the cryp

tography processing module 33. Note that the communication processing module 32

and the cryptography processing module 33 may be the same process or may be

different processes.

[0036] The cryptography processing module 33 is equivalent to the specific function

processing module 34 in FIG. 6. The cryptography processing module 33 has a bypass

determination block 331, a cryptography processing block 332 and an information

communication block 333.

[0037] The bypass determination block 331 determines whether to execute the cryptography

processing requested from the communication processing module 32 in the cryp

tography processing module 33 or to offload it to the management software 4. More

specifically, the bypass determination block 331 retains offload availability in

formation in a memory area. The offload availability information associates session in

formation of a communication application with whether or not to offload the commu

nication to the management software 4. The bypass determination block 331 refers to



the offload availability information to determine whether or not to offload the cryp

tography processing to the management software 4.

[0038] In a case of executing the cryptography processing in the cryptography processing

module 33, the bypass determination block 331 transmits a communication identifier,

the cryptography processing information INF and a target data to the cryptography

processing block 332. The communication identifier is exemplified by an arbitrary

combination of fields (source IP address, destination IP address, source MAC address,

destination MAC address and the like) included in a packet header. On the other hand,

in a case of offloading the cryptography processing to the management software 4, the

bypass determination block 331 passes the communication identifier and the cryp

tography processing information INF to the information communication block 333 and

returns the target data without change to the communication processing module 32.

[0039] The cryptography processing block 332 executes the cryptography processing. More

specifically, the cryptography processing block 332 stores the communication

identifier and the cryptography processing information INF received from the bypass

determination block 331 in a memory area. Then, in response to a request from the

bypass determination block 331, the cryptography processing block 332 executes the

cryptography processing with respect to the received target data by using the ap

propriate cryptography processing information INF. A data obtained as a result of the

cryptography processing is transmitted to the communication processing module 32.

[0040] The information communication block 333 forwards information received from the

bypass determination block 331 to the management software 4. Also, the information

communication block 333 forwards information received from the management

software 4 to the bypass determination block 331.

[0041] A communication data handled by the communication processing module 32 is

processed to be a packet and transmitted through the virtual network interface36 to the

virtual switch 41. In the case where the cryptography processing is offloaded, a data

section of the packet transmitted from the virtual machine 3 to the virtual switch 4 1 is a

plain text. A data size may vary depending on the cryptography processing protocol.

Therefore, when processing the communication data to be a packet, the communication

processing module 32 beforehand ensures an area to be used by the cryptography

processing protocol in the data section of the packet.

[0042] The management software 4 has the virtual switch 41, an information communication

block 42, a physical machine information management block 43 and an offloading de

termination block 44.

[0043] The virtual switch 4 1 manages connection between the virtual network interface36 of

each virtual machine 3 and a physical network interface 15 of the physical machine 1.

The virtual network interface36 and the virtual switch 4 1 are connected through a



virtual switch port 414. Moreover, the physical network interface 15 and the virtual

switch 4 1 are connected through a virtual switch port 414. The virtual switch 4 1 has a

packet processing block 4 11 and an offload processing block 412.

[0044] The packet processing block 411 has a packet forwarding function. That is, the

packet processing block 411 determines a destination of a packet received from the

virtual switch port 414 and forwards the packet to the destination. Furthermore, the

packet processing block 411 has a packet filtering function as well and executes

filtering based on information in an arbitrary region in the packet. Rules of the filtering

are transmitted from the virtual machine 3 through the information communication

block 42.

[0045] Moreover, the packet processing block 411 determines whether or not the cryp

tography processing is necessary for a received packet. More specifically, the packet

processing block 411 retains cryptography processing necessity information in a

memory area. The cryptography processing necessity information associates the com

munication identifier with whether or not to perform the cryptography processing with

respect to a packet matching the communication identifier. The cryptography

processing necessity information is transmitted from the virtual machine 3 requesting

the cryptography processing through the information communication block 42. The

packet processing block 411 refers to the cryptography processing necessity in

formation to determine whether or not the cryptography processing is necessary for the

received packet. In a case where the cryptography processing is necessary, the packet

processing block 4 11 passes the packet to the offload processing block 412 and

requests the cryptography processing.

[0046] The offload processing block 412 is equivalent to the offload processing block 415 in

FIG. 6 and performs the cryptography processing with respect to a target commu

nication whose offloading is permitted. More specifically, the offload processing block

412 retains offload processing information in a memory area. The offload processing

information associates the communication identifier with the cryptography processing

information INF regarding the communication. The offload processing information is

transmitted from the virtual machine 3 requesting the cryptography processing through

the information communication block 42. The offload processing block 412 refers to

the offload processing information to execute the cryptography processing with respect

to a received packet. It should be noted that the offload processing block 412 may

perform the cryptography processing by itself or may perform the cryptography

processing by utilizing the cryptography processing accelerator 16 of the physical

machine 1. In the case of utilizing the cryptography processing accelerator 16, the

offload processing block 412 passes the cryptography processing information INF and

the target packet to the cryptography processing accelerator 16.



[0047] The information communication block 42 communicates information with the virtual

machine 3.

[0048] The physical machine information management block 43 retains information on the

physical machine 1. The information is exemplified by information on a cryptography

processing function of the cryptography processing accelerator 16. In general, the

management software 4 acquires information on a CPU, a memory capacity, a disk

capacity, an I/O function of the physical machine 1, and such information may be used.

[0049] The offloading determination block 44 determines whether or not to execute the

cryptography processing requested from the virtual machine 3 on a side of the

management software 4. In other words, the offloading determination block 44 de

termines whether or not to permit the offloading of the cryptography processing from

the virtual machine 3 to the management software 4. A criterion for determining is ex

emplified by whether or not the requested cryptography processing protocol can be

handled by the function of the cryptography processing accelerator 16. Such in

formation on the physical machine 1 can be extracted from the physical machine in

formation management block 43. Another criterion for determining is exemplified by

whether or not a virtual machine 3 issuing the offload request or a user using the

virtual machine 3 has authority to utilize the cryptography processing accelerator 16.

Moreover, the number of communication sessions currently being the target of the

cryptography processing can be used as a criterion for determining.

[0050] 1-2. Processing flow

Next, a processing flow by the computer system 2 according to the present

exemplary embodiment will be described.

[005 1] 1-2- 1. Offload request processing, offload preparation processing

FIG. 9 is a sequence diagram showing offload request processing when starting a

cryptographic communication.

[0052] Step S100:

First, the cryptography processing module 33 of the virtual machine 3 as a request

source transmits to the management software 4 an offload request for offloading the

cryptography processing regarding a target communication. Here, the cryptography

processing module 33 notifies the management software 4 of what kind of cryp

tography processing protocol regarding what kind of communication is desired to be

offloaded. The cryptography processing protocol is exemplified by SSL or IPsec

(Security Architecture for Internet Protocol).

[0053] Step SI 10:

The management software 4 receives the offload request through the information

communication block 42. In response to the offload request, the offloading deter

mination block 44 determines whether or not to permit offloading of the cryptography



processing regarding the target communication. The criterion for determining is as

mentioned above. Then, the management software 4 transmits determination result in

formation indicating the determination result to the virtual machine 3 as the request

source.

[0054] Step S120:

The virtual machine 3 as the request source receives the determination result in

formation from the management software 4 through the information communication

block 333. The bypass determination block 331 stores the determination result in

formation as the above-mentioned offload availability information in a memory area.

[0055] FIG. 10 is a sequence diagram showing offload preparation processing in a case

where the offloading is permitted.

[0056] Step S140:

The cryptography processing module 33 of the virtual machine 3 as the request

source notifies the management software 4 of the communication identifier and the

cryptography processing information INF regarding the target communication, through

the information communication block 333. For example, in a case where the cryp

tography processing protocol is SSL, the cryptography processing information INF

includes a server key used for encrypting a data for transmission and a client key used

for decrypting a received data.

[0057] Step SI50:

The virtual switch 4 1 of the management software 4 receives the communication

identifier and the cryptography processing information INF through the information

communication block 42. The virtual switch 4 1 stores the received information as the

above-mentioned cryptography processing necessity information and offload

processing information in a memory area.

[0058] Step S160:

After the Step SI50 is completed, the management software 4 transmits a preparation

completion notification to the virtual machine 3 as the request source through the in

formation communication block 42.

[0059] The processing shown in FIG. 9 and FIG. 10 can be executed at various timings. The

timings are exemplified by a time of start-up of the virtual machine 3, a time of start

up of the communication application 31, a time when the communication application

31 initiates a new communication, a time when data belonging to the cryptography

processing target communication begin to flow, and so forth. For example, in a case of

IPsec where the cryptography processing can be applied to whole communication

instead of a specific application, the time of start-up of the virtual machine 3 can be

considered as the timing. Also for example, in a case of SSL where the cryptography

processing is executed on an application basis, the time of start-up of the commu-



nication application 31 can be considered as the timing.

[0060] FIG. 11 is a flow chart showing the processing by the virtual machine 3 in FIG. 9 and

FIG. 10. It should be noted that the same reference numerals are given to the same

processing as those described in FIG. 9 and FIG. 10.

[0061] The cryptography processing module 33 of the virtual machine 3 transmits the

offload request to the management software 4 (Step S100). If the determination result

information is notified from the management software 4 (Step SI 15; Yes), the bypass

determination block 331 stores the determination result information as the offload

availability information in a memory area (Step S120).

[0062] A method for determining whether or not the determination result is notified is ex

emplified by (A) outputting from the management software 4 to the virtual machine 3 a

signal indicating that the determination result has been notified, or (B) writing, by the

management software 4, a data indicating that the determination result has been

notified in a specific region in a memory area of the virtual machine 3 and polling, by

the virtual machine 3, the memory area. The method for determining is applicable to

other notification determination processing.

[0063] Next, the cryptography processing module 33 refers to the received determination

result information to determine whether or not the cryptography processing regarding

the target communication can be offloaded (Step S130). If the offloading is not

possible (Step S130; No), the processing flow shown in FIG. 11 is completed. On the

other hand, if the offloading is possible (Step S130; Yes), the cryptography processing

module 33 notifies the management software 4 of the communication identifier and the

cryptography processing information INF regarding the target communication, through

the information communication block 333 (Step S140).

[0064] After that, the cryptography processing module 33 waits for the preparation

completion notification from the management software 4 (Step S165). When the cryp

tography processing module 33 receives the preparation completion notification (Step

S165; Yes), the processing flow shown in FIG. 11 is completed.

[0065] FIG. 12 is a flow chart showing the processing by the management software 4 in

FIG. 9 and FIG. 10. It should be noted that the same reference numerals are given to

the same processing as those described in FIG. 9 and FIG. 10.

[0066] The management software 4 receives the offload request from the virtual machine 3

through the information communication block 42 (Step S105; Yes). In response to the

offload request, the management software 4 determines whether or not to permit the

offloading of the cryptography processing regarding the target communication and

transmits the determination result information to the virtual machine 3 as the request

source (Step SI 10).

[0067] If the offloading is impossible (Step S135; No), the processing flow shown in FIG.



12 is completed. On the other hand, if the offloading is possible (Step S135; Yes), the

management software 4 waits for provision of information from the virtual machine 3

(Step S145). When receiving the communication identifier and the cryptography

processing information INF from the virtual machine 3 (Step S145; Yes), the

management software 4 stores the received information in a memory area (Step S150).

After that, the management software 4 transmits the preparation completion noti

fication to the virtual machine 3 as the request source (Step S160).

[0068] 1-2-2. Packet transmission processing

FIG. 13 is a flow chart showing packet transmission processing by the virtual

machine 3. First, the communication application 3 1 operating on the virtual machine 3

calls for the communication processing module 32 by using the communication API

and library to initiate a communication (Step S200). Let us consider a case where the

communication data is a target of encryption. For the purpose of the cryptography

processing, the communication data is transferred to the bypass determination block

331 of the cryptography processing module 33 through the communication processing

module 32.

[0069] Next, the bypass determination block 331 determines whether or not to offload the

cryptography processing regarding the communication data to the management

software 4, by referring to the offload availability information stored in the memory

area (Step S220). If the offloading is possible (Step S220; Yes), the bypass deter

mination block 331 returns the received communication data as a plain text without

change back to the communication processing module 32. Then, the communication

processing module 32 packetize the communication data and transmits the packet to

the virtual switch 4 1 through the virtual network interface36 (Step S230).

[0070] On the other hand, if the offloading is not possible (Step S220; No), the bypass deter

mination block 331 passes the communication data to the cryptography processing

block 332. Then, the cryptography processing block 332 executes the cryptography

processing with respect to the communication data (Step S225). The cryptography

processing block 332 transmits the encrypted data to the communication processing

module 32. The communication processing module 32 packetize the received data and

transmits the packet to the virtual switch 4 1 through the virtual network interface36

(Step S235).

[0071] FIG. 14 is a flow chart showing packet transmission processing by the management

software 4. First, the packet processing block 4 11 of the virtual switch 4 1 receives a

packet from the virtual machine 3 through the virtual switch port 414. The packet

processing block 411 extracts communication identifying information included in a

header of the received packet. Then, the packet processing block 411 refers to the cryp

tography processing necessity information stored in the memory area to determine



whether or not to perform encryption of the received packet (Step S240).

[0072] Alternatively, the Step S240 may be performed as follows. When creating a packet,

the communication processing module 32 writes a data indicating to execute the cryp

tography processing, in a specific region in the packet. Based on contents of the

specific region, the packet processing block 411 determines whether or not to execute

the encryption. The specific region in a packet is exemplified by an unused region in

the packet header, a region of leading several bytes in a data section of the packet, and

so on. Which region is to be used depends on the communication application 31.

Therefore, at the Step SI40 in FIG. 10, information designating the specific region is

notified as well.

[0073] If it is determined to execute the encryption (Step S240; Yes), the packet processing

block 4 11 passes the packet to the offload processing block 412 and requests the en

cryption. The offload processing block 412 executes the encryption with respect to the

received packet, by referring to the cryptography processing information INF

regarding the target communication stored in the memory area (Step S250). It should

be noted that the encryption may be performed by using the cryptography processing

accelerator 16 or may be performed by the offload processing block 412 itself. The

encrypted packet is transmitted to the packet processing block 411.

[0074] If the encryption is not performed (Step S240; No), the Step S250 is skipped.

[0075] After that, the packet processing block 411 transmits the packet to the destination

through an appropriate virtual switch port 414 (Step S260).

[0076] 1-2-3. Packet reception processing

FIG. 15 is a flow chart showing external packet reception processing by the

management software 4. First, the packet processing block 411 refers to the cryp

tography processing necessity information stored in the memory area to determine

whether or not to perform decryption of the received encrypted packet (Step S300).

[0077] If it is determined to execute the decryption (Step S300; Yes), the packet processing

block 4 11 passes the packet to the offload processing block 412 and requests the de

cryption. The offload processing block 412 executes the decryption with respect to the

received packet, by referring to the cryptography processing information INF

regarding the target communication stored in the memory area (Step S3 10). It should

be noted that the decryption may be performed by using the cryptography processing

accelerator 16 or may be performed by the offload processing block 412 it self. The

decrypted packet is transmitted to the packet processing block 411.

[0078] If the decryption is not performed (Step S300; No), the Step S3 10 is skipped.

[0079] After that, the packet processing block 411 performs the filtering processing with

respect to the packet. If the cryptography processing is offloaded, namely, if the de

cryption is executed in the virtual switch 4, efficient filtering depending on the packet



data of the packet is possible. After that, the packet processing block 411 forwards the

packet to an appropriate virtual machine 3 through the virtual switch port 414 (Step

S320).

[0080] FIG. 16 is a flow chart showing packet reception processing by the virtual machine 3.

First, the virtual machine 3 receives a packet from the virtual switch 4 through the

virtual network interface36. The bypass determination block 331 determines whether

or not to execute the decryption of the packet, by referring to the offload availability

information stored in the memory area (Step S330).

[0081] If the cryptography processing regarding the packet is not offloaded, the decryption

is performed in the virtual machine 3 (Step S330; Yes). In this case, the bypass deter

mination block 331 passes the packet to the cryptography processing block 332. Then,

the cryptography processing block 332 performs the decryption with respect to the

packet (Step S340). The cryptography processing block 332 transmits the decrypted

data to the communication processing module 32.

[0082] If the cryptography processing regarding the packet is offloaded, there is no need to

perform the decryption in the virtual machine 3 (Step S330; No). In this case, the Step

S340 is skipped.

[0083] After that, the communication processing module 32 processes the packet to be a

data used in the communication application 31 and passes the data to the commu

nication application 3 1 (Step S350).

[0084] 1-2-4. Invalidation processing

FIG. 17 is a sequence diagram showing an example of invalidation processing when

a communication being a target of the cryptography processing is ended. Note that

"communication being ended" means that, for example in a case of communication

using the TCP, transmission and reception of a FIN packet is completed.

[0085] In the present example, the virtual machine 3 detects that a communication being a

target of the cryptography processing is ended and then explicitly initiates invalidation

processing. First, the cryptography processing module 33 invalidates information

(offload availability information and cryptography processing information INF)

regarding the cryptography processing for the target communication stored in the

memory area (Step S400). Further, the cryptography processing module 33 transmits

an invalidation request for invalidating the information regarding the cryptography

processing for the target communication, to the management software 4 through the in

formation communication block 333 (Step S410).

[0086] The virtual switch 4 1 of the management software 4 receives the invalidation request

through the information communication block 42. In response to the invalidation

request, the virtual switch 4 1 invalidates the information (cryptography processing

necessity information and cryptography processing information INF) regarding the



cryptography processing for the target communication stored in the memory area (Step

S420). After that, the management software 4 notifies the virtual machine 3 of a fact

that the invalidation processing in response to the received invalidation request is

completed, through the information communication block 42 (Step S430).

[0087] FIG. 18 is a flow chart showing the processing by the virtual machine 3 in FIG. 17. It

should be noted that the same reference numerals are given to the same processing as

those described in FIG. 17.

[0088] First, the cryptography processing module 33 invalidates information (offload

availability information and cryptography processing information INF) regarding the

cryptography processing for the target communication stored in the memory area (Step

S400). Further, the cryptography processing module 33 transmits the invalidation

request for invalidating the information regarding the cryptography processing for the

target communication, to the management software 4 (Step S410). After that, the

virtual machine 3 waits for the invalidation completion notification from the

management software 4 (Step S435). When the cryptography processing module 33

receives the invalidation completion notification (Step S435; Yes), the processing flow

shown in FIG. 18 is completed.

[0089] FIG. 19 is a flow chart showing the processing by the management software 4 in

FIG. 17. It should be noted that the same reference numerals are given to the same

processing as those described in FIG. 17.

[0090] The management software 4 receives the invalidation request from the virtual

machine 3 (Step S415; Yes). In response to the invalidation request, the virtual switch

4 1 invalidates the information (cryptography processing necessity information and

cryptography processing information INF) regarding the cryptography processing for

the target communication stored in the memory area (Step S420). After that, the

management software 4 transmits the invalidation completion notification to the virtual

machine 3 (Step S430).

[0091] Let us describe another example of the invalidation processing. In this example, if

packets of a communication being a target of the cryptography processing do not flow

for a given period of time, the management software 4 side initiates invalidation

processing. FIG. 20 is a flow chart showing processing by the management software 4,

and FIG. 2 1 is a flow chart showing processing by the virtual machine 3.

[0092] First, the management software 4 determines whether or not there exists any commu

nication being a target of the cryptography processing wherein no packet is transmitted

and received for a given period of time (Step S450). If there exists no such commu

nication (Step S450; No), the processing flow shown in FIG. 20 is completed. On the

other hand, if there exists any such communication (Step S450; Yes), the virtual switch

4 1 invalidates the information (cryptography processing necessity information and



cryptography processing information INF) regarding the cryptography processing for

the target communication stored in the memory area (Step S460). After that, the

management software 4 transmits an invalidation notification regarding the target com

munication to the virtual machine 3 through the information communication block 42

(Step S470). It should be noted that the processing shown in FIG. 20 is executed re

peatedly at a predetermined time interval.

[0093] The virtual machine 3 receives the invalidation notification from the management

software 4 through the information communication block 333 (Step S475; Yes). In

response to the invalidation notification, the cryptography processing module 33 in

validates the offload availability information regarding the target communication. For

example, the cryptography processing module 33 records on a memory area a fact that

no offloading setting regarding the target communication is done in the management

software 4 (Step S480). If data of the target communication starts flowing again, the

setting processing shown in FIG. 9 and FIG. 10 is executed again, and the cryp

tography processing is resumed.

[0094] 1-3. Effects

According to the present exemplary embodiment, as described above, the

management software 4 is so configured as to be able to execute the cryptography

processing. It is therefore possible to offload the cryptography processing by the

virtual machine 3 to the management software 4, as appropriate. As a result, the

increase in overhead as shown in FIG. 4 is prevented. That is, according to the present

exemplary embodiment, the processing efficiency of the computer system 2 is

improved.

[0095] Moreover, even in a case of an encrypted communication where a data section of a

packet is encrypted, efficient filtering processing depending on the data section is

possible, because the cryptography processing is possible within the virtual switch 4 1

of the management software 4.

[0096] Furthermore, according to the present exemplary embodiment, the virtual switch 4 1

of the management software 4 utilizes the cryptography processing accelerator 16 of

the physical machine 1. Therefore, there is no need to perform the scheduling between

virtual machines 3 and the exclusive access control.

[0097] 2. Second Exemplary Embodiment

Since the memory areas respectively allocated to the packet processing block 411

and the offload processing block 412 of the management software 4 are finite, there is

a limit to the number of entries that can be ensured. It is therefore desirable that the

packet processing block 4 11 and the offload processing block 412 respectively utilize

the allocated memory areas like a cache memory of a CPU. Such a case will be

described in a second exemplary embodiment of the present invention. It should be



noted that an overlapping description with the first exemplary embodiment will be

omitted as appropriate. Let us consider a case where the information regarding the

cryptography processing can be treated on a cryptography processing basis and an

entry is ensured with respect to each cryptography processing.

[0098] FIG. 22 is a flow chart showing the cryptography processing according to the present

exemplary embodiment. The virtual switch 4 1 of the management software 4 receives

a packet. Then, the packet processing block 411 refers to the allocated memory area

(Step S500).

[0099] FIG. 23 is a flow chart showing processing of the Step S500. First, the packet

processing block 411 determines where or not there exists a hit entry that matches the

received packet (Step S5000). Here, the hit entry is an entry that indicates the cryp

tography processing necessity information regarding the received packet. If there exists

the hit entry (Step S5000; Yes), the processing flow shown in FIG. 23 is completed.

On the other hand, if no hit entry exists (Step S5000; No), the packet processing block

4 11 inquires of the source virtual machine 3 for processing contents, based on header

information of the packet (Step S5010). When the processing contents regarding the

packet is notified from the virtual machine 3 (Step S5020; Yes), the packet processing

block 411 determines whether or not an available space exists in the allocated memory

area (Step S5030). If there exists an available space (Step S5030; Yes), the packet

processing block 411 stores the information received from the virtual machine 3 as the

hit entry in the memory area (Step S5040). On the other hand, if there is no available

space (Step S5030; No), the packet processing block 411 performs entry replacement

(Step S5045). The entry replacement is similar to entry replacement control in a cache

memory generally used in a CPU, and a detailed description of which is omitted here.

[0100] Referring back to FIG. 22 again, the packet processing block 411 refers to the above-

mentioned hit entry (cryptography processing necessity information) to determine

whether or not to perform the cryptography processing with respect to the received

packet (Step S510). If the cryptography processing is not performed (Step S510; No),

the processing proceeds to Step S540 which will be described later. On the other hand,

if it is determined to perform the cryptography processing (Step S510; Yes), the packet

processing block 4 11 passes the packet to the offload processing block 412, and

requests the cryptography processing. The offload processing block 412 refers to the

allocated memory area (Step S520).

[0101] FIG. 24 is a flow chart showing processing of the Step S520. First, the offload

processing block 412 determines where or not there exists a hit entry that matches the

received packet (Step S5200). Here, the hit entry is an entry that indicates the offload

processing information (cryptography processing information INF) regarding the

received packet. If there exists the hit entry (Step S5200; Yes), the processing flow



shown in FIG. 24 is completed. On the other hand, if no hit entry exists (Step S5200;

No), the offload processing block 412 inquires of the source virtual machine 3 for

processing contents, based on header information of the packet (Step S5210). When

the processing contents regarding the packet is notified from the virtual machine 3

(Step S5220; Yes), the offload processing block 412 determines whether or not an

available space exists in the allocated memory area (Step S5230). If there exists an

available space (Step S5230; Yes), the offload processing block 412 stores the in

formation received from the virtual machine 3 as the hit entry in the memory area

(Step S5240). On the other hand, if there is no available space (Step S5230; No), the

offload processing block 412 performs entry replacement (Step S5245). The entry re

placement is similar to entry replacement control in a cache memory generally used in

a CPU, and a detailed description of which is omitted here.

[0102] Referring back to FIG. 22 again, the offload processing block 412 refers to the

above-mentioned hit entry (offload processing information, cryptography processing

information INF) to execute the cryptography processing with respect to the received

packet (Step S530). It should be noted that the cryptography processing may be

performed by utilizing the cryptography processing accelerator 16 or may be

performed by the offload processing block 412 itself. The packet after the processing is

transferred to the packet processing block 411.

[0103] The packet processing block 4 11 transmits the packet to the destination through an

appropriate virtual switch port 414 (Step S540).

[0104] FIG. 25 is a flow chart showing the processing by the virtual machine 3. When

receiving the inquiry from the management software 4, the cryptography processing

module 33 of the virtual machine 3 refers to the memory area of the bypass deter

mination block 331 and transmits information depending on the inquiry contents to the

management software 4 (Step S550).

[0105] It should be noted in the present exemplary embodiment, if an entry is eliminated

from the memory area due to the entry replacement, the eliminated entry may be

written in another memory device such as a disk device to which the management

software 4 can access. By reading out the entry as necessary, the management software

4 needs not to inquire of the virtual machine 3.

[0106] According to the present exemplary embodiment, the same effects as in the case of

the first exemplary embodiment can be obtained. Furthermore, since the allocated

memory area is used like a cache memory, it is possible to execute the offload

processing with respect to communications whose number is more than the maximum

number of entries.

[0107] 3. Third Exemplary Embodiment

FIG. 26 is a block diagram showing a configuration of the computer system 2



according to a third exemplary embodiment. An overlapping description with the first

exemplary embodiment will be omitted as appropriate. According to the present

exemplary embodiment, whether or not to offload the cryptography processing is de

termined based on policy. For that purpose, the virtual machine 3 further has a policy

management block 334. Moreover, the management software 4 further has a policy

management block 45.

[0108] The policy management block 334 is provided in each virtual machine 3 so as to be

referable from the bypass determination block 331. The policy management block 334

manages policies such as which cryptography processing protocol of which commu

nication should be offloaded to the management software 4. A format of the policy in

formation is exemplified by one indicating where to execute the cryptography

processing with respect to each cryptography processing protocol. Alternatively, the

communication identifying information (communication protocol, IP address etc.) may

be associated with where to execute the cryptography processing. The policy

management block 334 provides a user or a manager of the virtual machine 3 with an

interface for policy setting. The user or the manager of the virtual machine 3 can set

the policy by using the interface. For example, the interface is achieved by using

software such as a Web browser that provides GUI (Graphical User Interface).

[0109] FIG. 27 is a flow chart showing processing by the virtual machine 3. First, the bypass

determination block 331 refers to the policy managed by the policy management block

334, based on information on a communication being a target of the cryptography

processing (Step S700). If the cryptography processing is executed by the management

software 4, namely, the offloading is performed (Step S710; Yes), the above-described

Steps S100 to S165 are executed (Step S720). On the other hand, if the cryptography

processing is executed within the virtual machine 3, namely, the offloading is not

performed (Step S710; No), the bypass determination block 331 passes the cryp

tography processing information INF and the like to the cryptography processing block

332 and requests the cryptography processing (Step S725).

[0110] The policy management block 45 is provided in the management software 4 so as to

be referable from the offloading determination block 44. The policy management block

45 manages policies such as whether or not to permit the offloading of the cryp

tography processing and whether or not to use the cryptography processing accelerator

16 if permitted. The policy information is exemplified by a list of cryptography

processing protocols that can be handled by the management software 4 side, the

number of communication sessions that can be offloaded with respect to each virtual

machine 3 and authority of a user using the virtual machine 3. The policy management

block 45 provides a user having appropriate authority such as an operator of the

management software 4 with an interface for policy setting. A user having authority



can set the policy by using the interface. For example, the interface is achieved by

using software such as a Web browser that provides GUI (Graphical User Interface).

[0111] FIG. 28 is a flow chart showing processing by the management software 4.

Regarding the cryptography processing indicated by the offload request received from

the virtual machine 3, the offloading determination block 44 refers to the policy

managed by the policy management block 45, based on the cryptography processing

protocol and information on the virtual machine 3 (Step S800). Then, the offloading

determination block 44 determines whether or not to permit the offloading of the cryp

tography processing regarding the target communication, and transmits the deter

mination result information to the virtual machine 3 as the request source (Step S810).

[0112] According to the present exemplary embodiment, the same effects as in the cases of

the foregoing exemplary embodiment can be obtained. Furthermore, since allocation of

the cryptography processing based on policy is possible, the allocation of the cryp

tography processing can be performed flexibly.

[0113] 4. Fourth Exemplary Embodiment

The present invention is not limited to the offloading of the cryptography processing

but is applicable to offloading of specific function processing by the virtual machine 3.

FIG. 29 shows a more generalized configuration of the computer system 2. An

overlapping description with the foregoing exemplary embodiments will be omitted as

appropriate.

[0114] A specific function processing module 34 of the virtual machine 3 is similar to the

cryptography processing module 33 in the foregoing exemplary embodiments. The

specific function processing module 34 includes a bypass determination block 335, a

specific function processing block 336 and an information communication block 337.

The bypass determination block 335 is similar to the bypass determination block 331

in the foregoing exemplary embodiments. The specific function processing block 336

is similar to the cryptography processing block 332 in the foregoing exemplary em

bodiments, and executes the specific function processing. The information commu

nication block 337 is similar to the information communication block 333 in the

foregoing exemplary embodiments.

[0115] The virtual switch 4 1 of the management software 4 has the packet processing block

4 11 and an offload processing block 415. The offload processing block 415 is similar

to the offload processing block 412 in the foregoing exemplary embodiments, and

executes the specific function processing if the offloading is permitted.

[01 16] An accelerator 17 of the physical machine 1 is similar to the cryptography processing

accelerator 16 in the foregoing exemplary embodiments, and is able to execute the

specific function processing at a high speed.

[01 17] The specific function processing is not limited to the cryptography processing. For



example, regular expression search in a security system such as an anti-virus system

and an anti-spam mail system also is an example of the specific function processing.

[0118] While the exemplary embodiments of the present invention have been described

above with reference to the attached drawings, the present invention is not limited to

these exemplary embodiments and can be modified as appropriate by those skilled in

the art without departing from the spirit and scope of the present invention.

[0119] While a part of or whole of the above-described exemplary embodiments may be

described as the following Supplementary notes, it is not limited to that.

[0120] (Supplementary note 1)

A computer system comprising:

a virtual machine operating on a physical machine; and

a management block operating on said physical machine and managing said virtual

machine,

wherein said virtual machine comprises a specific function processing module

configured to perform specific function processing with respect to a packet for

transmission and a received packet,

wherein said management block comprises a virtual switch configured to relay a

packet transmitted and received by said virtual machine,

wherein said virtual switch comprises an offload processing block configured to

perform said specific function processing if said specific function processing is

offloaded to said management block, and

wherein if said specific function processing is offloaded from said virtual machine to

said management block, said specific function processing module notifies said

management block of processing information required for said specific function

processing, and said offload processing block executes said specific function

processing based on said processing information received from said virtual machine.

[0121] (Supplementary note 2)

The computer system according to Supplementary note 1,

wherein said physical machine comprises an accelerator for said specific function

processing, and

said offload processing block executes said specific function processing by utilizing

said accelerator.

[0122] (Supplementary note 3)

The computer system according to Supplementary note 1 or 2,

wherein said specific function processing module transmits an offload request

regarding a first communication to said management block,

wherein in response to said offload request, said management block determines

whether or not to permit offloading regarding said first communication and notifies



said virtual machine of determination result information indicating the determination

result,

wherein if offloading regarding said first communication is permitted, said specific

function processing module notifies said management block of said processing in

formation regarding said first communication,

wherein when receiving said processing information, said virtual switch stores said

received processing information in a first memory area;

wherein after storing of said processing information in said first memory area is

completed, said management block transmits a preparation completion notification to

said virtual machine,

wherein after receiving said preparation completion notification, said virtual machine

transmits a packet of said first communication to said virtual switch without

performing said specific function processing with respect to the packet of said first

communication,

wherein said virtual switch receives the packet of said first communication from said

virtual machine, and

said offload processing block executes said specific function processing with respect to

the packet of said first communication based on said processing information regarding

said first communication stored in said first memory area.

[0123] (Supplementary note 4)

The computer system according to Supplementary note 3,

wherein said specific function processing module stores said determination result in

formation as offload availability information in a second memory area, and

said specific function processing module determines whether or not to perform of

floading regarding said first communication by referring to said offload availability in

formation stored in said second memory area.

[0124] (Supplementary note 5)

The computer system according to Supplementary note 4,

wherein if said first communication is ended, said specific function processing

module invalidates said determination result information regarding said first commu

nication and transmits an invalidation request to said management block, and

wherein in response to said invalidation request, said virtual switch invalidates said

processing information regarding said first communication stored in said first memory

area.

[0125] (Supplementary note 6)

The computer system according to Supplementary note 4 or 5,

wherein if a packet of said first communication is neither transmitted nor received for

a given period of time, said virtual switch invalidates said processing information



regarding said first communication stored in said first memory area and transmits an

invalidation notification to said virtual machine, and

wherein in response to said invalidation notification, said specific function processing

module invalidates said offload availability information regarding said first commu

nication.

[0126] (Supplementary note 7)

The computer system according to any one of Supplementary notes 1 to 6,

wherein said specific function processing is cryptography processing, and

said specific function processing module is a cryptography processing module

configured to perform said cryptography processing.

[0127] (Supplementary note 8)

The computer system according to Supplementary note 7,

wherein said virtual switch receives an encrypted communication, and

wherein if said cryptography processing is offloaded to said management block, said

offload processing block decrypts a packet of said encrypted communication by

referring to said processing information and performs filtering depending on the packet

data.

[0128] (Supplementary note 9)

An offloading method in a computer system,

wherein said computer system comprises:

a virtual machine operating on a physical machine; and

a management block operating on said physical machine and managing said virtual

machine,

wherein said virtual machine comprises a function of performing specific function

processing with respect to a packet for transmission and a received packet,

wherein said management block comprises a virtual switch configured to relay a

packet transmitted and received by said virtual machine,

wherein said offloading method comprises:

providing said virtual switch with an offload processing block that performs said

specific function processing;

notifying said management block of processing information required for said specific

function processing, if said specific function processing is offloaded from said virtual

machine to said management block; and

executing, by said offload processing block, said specific function processing based

on said processing information.

[0129] (Supplementary note 10)

A program recorded on a tangible computer-readable medium that, when executed by

a physical machine, constructs a computer system on said physical machine,



wherein said computer system comprises:

a virtual machine operating on a physical machine; and

a management block operating on said physical machine and managing said virtual

machine,

wherein said virtual machine comprises a specific function processing module

configured to perform specific function processing with respect to a packet for

transmission and a received packet,

wherein said management block comprises a virtual switch configured to relay a

packet transmitted and received by said virtual machine,

wherein said virtual switch comprises an offload processing block configured to

perform said specific function processing if said specific function processing is

offloaded to said management block, and

wherein if said specific function processing is offloaded from said virtual machine to

said management block, said specific function processing module notifies said

management block of processing information required for said specific function

processing, and said offload processing block executes said specific function

processing based on said processing information received from said virtual machine.

[0130] This application is based upon and claims the benefit of priority from Japanese patent

application No. 2010-164242, filed on July 21, 2010, the disclosure of which is in

corporated herein in its entirely by reference.

Explanation of Reference Numerals
[0131] 1 physical machine

2 computer system

3 virtual machine

4 management software (management block)

11 CPU

12 memory

13 I/O CONTROLLER

14 disk device

15 physical network interface

16 cryptography processing accelerator

17 accelerator

31 communication application

32 communication processing module

33 cryptography processing module

34 specific function processing module

36 virtual network interface

4 1 virtual switch



42 information communication block

43 physical machine information management block

44 offloading determination block

45 policy management block

46 information communication block

321 communication processing block

322 communication processing block

331 bypass determination block

332 cryptography processing block

333 information communication block

334 policy management block

335 bypass determination block

336 specific function processing block

337 information communication block

411 packet processing block

412 offload processing block

414 virtual switch port

415 offload processing block

INF processing information
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Claims
[Claim 1] A computer system comprising:

a virtual machine operating on a physical machine; and

a management block operating on said physical machine and managing

said virtual machine,

wherein said virtual machine comprises a specific function processing

module configured to perform specific function processing with respect

to a packet for transmission and a received packet,

wherein said management block comprises a virtual switch configured

to relay a packet transmitted and received by said virtual machine,

wherein said virtual switch comprises an offload processing block

configured to perform said specific function processing if said specific

function processing is offloaded to said management block, and

wherein if said specific function processing is offloaded from said

virtual machine to said management block, said specific function

processing module notifies said management block of processing in

formation required for said specific function processing, and said

offload processing block executes said specific function processing

based on said processing information received from said virtual

machine.

[Claim 2] The computer system according to claim 1,

wherein said physical machine comprises an accelerator for said

specific function processing, and

said offload processing block executes said specific function processing

by utilizing said accelerator.

[Claim 3] The computer system according to claim 1,

wherein said specific function processing module transmits an offload

request regarding a first communication to said management block,

wherein in response to said offload request, said management block de

termines whether or not to permit offloading regarding said first com

munication and notifies said virtual machine of determination result in

formation indicating the determination result,

wherein if offloading regarding said first communication is permitted,

said specific function processing module notifies said management

block of said processing information regarding said first commu

nication,

wherein when receiving said processing information, said virtual switch
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stores said received processing information in a first memory area;

wherein after storing of said processing information in said first

memory area is completed, said management block transmits a

preparation completion notification to said virtual machine,

wherein after receiving said preparation completion notification, said

virtual machine transmits a packet of said first communication to said

virtual switch without performing said specific function processing

with respect to the packet of said first communication,

wherein said virtual switch receives the packet of said first commu

nication from said virtual machine, and

said offload processing block executes said specific function processing

with respect to the packet of said first communication based on said

processing information regarding said first communication stored in

said first memory area.

[Claim 4] The computer system according to claim 3,

wherein said specific function processing module stores said deter

mination result information as offload availability information in a

second memory area, and

said specific function processing module determines whether or not to

perform offloading regarding said first communication by referring to

said offload availability information stored in said second memory

area.

[Claim 5] The computer system according to claim 4,

wherein if said first communication is ended, said specific function

processing module invalidates said determination result information

regarding said first communication and transmits an invalidation

request to said management block, and

wherein in response to said invalidation request, said virtual switch in

validates said processing information regarding said first commu

nication stored in said first memory area.

[Claim 6] The computer system according to claim 4,

wherein if a packet of said first communication is neither transmitted

nor received for a given period of time, said virtual switch invalidates

said processing information regarding said first communication stored

in said first memory area and transmits an invalidation notification to

said virtual machine, and

wherein in response to said invalidation notification, said specific

function processing module invalidates said offload availability in-
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formation regarding said first communication.

[Claim 7] The computer system according to claim 1,

wherein said specific function processing is cryptography processing,

and

said specific function processing module is a cryptography processing

module configured to perform said cryptography processing.

[Claim 8] The computer system according to claim 7,

wherein said virtual switch receives an encrypted communication, and

wherein if said cryptography processing is offloaded to said

management block, said offload processing block decrypts a packet of

said encrypted communication by referring to said processing in

formation and performs filtering depending on the packet data.

[Claim 9] An offloading method in a computer system,

wherein said computer system comprises:

a virtual machine operating on a physical machine; and

a management block operating on said physical machine and managing

said virtual machine,

wherein said virtual machine comprises a function of performing

specific function processing with respect to a packet for transmission

and a received packet,

wherein said management block comprises a virtual switch configured

to relay a packet transmitted and received by said virtual machine,

wherein said offloading method comprises:

providing said virtual switch with an offload processing block that

performs said specific function processing;

notifying said management block of processing information required

for said specific function processing, if said specific function

processing is offloaded from said virtual machine to said management

block; and

executing, by said offload processing block, said specific function

processing based on said processing information.

[Claim 10] A program recorded on a tangible computer-readable medium that,

when executed by a physical machine, constructs a computer system on

said physical machine,

wherein said computer system comprises:

a virtual machine operating on a physical machine; and

a management block operating on said physical machine and managing

said virtual machine,
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wherein said virtual machine comprises a specific function processing

module configured to perform specific function processing with respect

to a packet for transmission and a received packet,

wherein said management block comprises a virtual switch configured

to relay a packet transmitted and received by said virtual machine,

wherein said virtual switch comprises an offload processing block

configured to perform said specific function processing if said specific

function processing is offloaded to said management block, and

wherein if said specific function processing is offloaded from said

virtual machine to said management block, said specific function

processing module notifies said management block of processing in

formation required for said specific function processing, and said

offload processing block executes said specific function processing

based on said processing information received from said virtual

machine.
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